Abstract. In the network design, the choice of the network topology plays a decisive role for the realization of the function of computer network efficiency. The labeling problem of the computer network topology directly affects the network design and communication costs, etc. Generalized ring network topology is a very important hybrid network topology structure, and generalized ring core network is its base. In this paper, based on the requirements of research of generalized ring network addressing, the author designs the GRN-OEL-algorithm when 1 2 , , , 0(mod 4) m n n n ≡  , proves odd-elegant of the generalized ring core network, works out the corresponding software, and tests the practical effectiveness of this algorithm with our experimental data.
Introduction
Computer network is the result of the close combination, mutual penetration, mutual promotion, and common development between computer technology and communication technology. In the network design, the choice of the network topology plays a decisive role for the realization of the function of computer network efficiency. The labeling problem of the computer network topology directly affects the network design and communication costs, etc. The labeling of network topology refers to a mapping of integer set to the node or edge of network topology, and it satisfies certain conditions. According to different conditions, the researchers defined several types of labeling of network topology and put forward many conjectures. In 1981, Chang put forward the concept of elegant labeling and guessed that [1] : all tree topology are elegant. In 2013, Zhou et al., defined the concept of odd-elegant labeling and put forward the hypothesis that [2] : all tree topology are odd-elegant. Bus topology, star topology and ring network topology are the three basic network topologies, and the labeling problems of them lays a necessary theoretical basis for the design of the computer network system. However, the singleness of their structure seriously affects the extension of network function. Therefore, the new topology structure has been organic combined with two or more a single topology structure, which, has become an important research topic for researchers of computer theory and application, especially for the web worker [3] [4] [5] [6] . In 2007, Gao Zhenbin proved the odd-graceful of three union structure n P  , n S  and n C  ,(n is a multiple of 4) [7] . In 2009, Barrientons proved the odd-graceful of topology structure of tree with its diameter of no more than five [8] . In 2013, Zhou et al. proved the odd-elegant of lobster -----a hybrid topology structure [2] .
Generalized ring network is a very important hybrid network topology structure, which refers to a number of closed rings formed of nodes linked together point to point and end to end in network and each nodes of rings has a line nodes(we call line nodes leaves). The information both can be translated in a direction between nodes in the loop, and can be translated between ring nodes and leaves. After the leaves of generalized ring network are removed, we call the rests the generalized ring core network. Obviously, generalized ring core network is the basis of generalized ring network. In this paper, based on the requirements of research of generalized ring network addressing, the author designs the GRN-OEL algorithm when 1 2 network topology, works out the corresponding software, and tests the practical effectiveness of this algorithm with our experimental data.
Preliminary knowledge
We begin with simple, finite and undirected network topology
with V for nodes set and E for edges set. For the network topology G , positive integer p is called as the nodes number of G , and q is called as the edges number of G . For the sake of simplicity, the shorthand symbol [ , ] m n stands for an integer set { , 1, , } m m n +  , where m and n are integers with 0 m n ≤ < . Definition 1 [2] . A function f is called odd-elegant labeling of a graph G if :
− is injective and the induced function * : ( )
is bijection. The graph which admits odd-elegant labeling is called an odd-elegant graph. Definition 2. Let m is a integer not less than 2 , and let 1 2 , then: 
according to the location of ring can be divided into m parts: Table 1) . Let the node label sets of generalized ring core network
Easy to know from expressions ( ), [1, 3] is given here (shown in figure 2 to figure 9 ). The experiment statistics CPU time of labeling and mapping for above eighteen generalized ring core network 
